23.11.2018
Dear all,
The online registration for International Masterclasses 2019 (IMC19) has been going for ~ 2
weeks! Many institutes have already signed up, but there are still open slots for all
measurements. Due to the high demand, we have added slots for ALICE and LHCb in the CERN
videoconferences. In addition, we have moved some slots for ATLAS and CMS videoconferences
with Fermilab to accommodate the needs of some institutes. Sign up here:
Masterclasses with CERN VC:
ATLAS W
ATLAS Z
CMS WZH
LHCb
ALICE Strange Particles
ALICE R_AA

https://doodle.com/poll/eqpcd9z2unxcns6p
https://doodle.com/poll/yugt58b2vvw6uyi7
https://doodle.com/poll/i45788stwm6mh5n3
https://doodle.com/poll/gqpt5rxqu2ctyman
https://doodle.com/poll/taub8yrc3i48h24g
https://doodle.com/poll/fgw4iwk4x8wgfkgn

Masterclasses with Fermilab VC:
ATLAS Z
CMS WZH
MINERvA

https://doodle.com/poll/v3vybe7m76eq59ex
https://doodle.com/poll/nremv3da9rxwer2p
https://doodle.com/poll/9zg5aq6mvch437sg

1. Please register with the name of your city and institute.
2. Registrations are done on a first come, first served basis, with a maximum of 5 institutes
per slot.
3. You may see question marks (?) in some of the newly added slots. They can be ignored.
4. Your entry is a fixed booking with no further confirmation from our side.
5. If you plan to participate in the program without joining a video conference: Do not use
the doodles to register, but send a separate e-mail.
Some more details:
1. We offer slots for ALICE, ATLAS, CMS, and LHCb in the CERN videoconference schedule,
see the CERN schedule with available slots for videoconferences with CERN (16:00
CET/single exception on 16.03.).
2. And we offer slots for ATLAS Z, CMS, and Neutrino Masterclasses in the Fermilab
videoconference schedule, see the Fermilab schedule for videoconferences with
Fermilab (multiple time slots, special arrangements are also possible.)

3. The doodles will be closed on Nov 30 and we will create a preliminary schedule.
Registration after this date is still possible, depending on available slots.

Please do not hesitate to contact Ken (kcecire@nd.edu) or Uta (uta.bilow@tu-dresden.de) in
case of any question.
Kind regards,
Uta + Ken
P.S. Archive of circulars can be found here.

